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Abstract

Wang et al. [Y. Wang, L. Jiang, Z.J. Shen, Channel performance under consignment contract with revenue sharing.
Management Science 50 (2004), 34–47] indicate that a decentralized supply chain cannot be perfectly coordinated. This
note provides a cooperative game model that implements profit sharing between the manufacturer and the retailer to
achieve their cooperation. When the manufacturer and the retailer are assumed to be risk-neutral, under a very mild
restriction on the demand distribution function, the cooperative game model can achieve its unique equilibrium solution
in iso-price-elastic or linear demand case. Under the revenue sharing agreement attached with the equilibrium payment
scheme, the decentralized supply chain can be perfectly coordinated.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Consignment contract with revenue sharing has
been widely applied in many industries, especially
in online marketplaces, such as Amazon.com, etc.
Coordination mechanism is an important issue in
designing a contract for a decentralized supply
chain. If the decentralized decisions result in chan-
nel profit that is equal to those achieved under a
centralized supply chain, the decentralized supply
chain is perfectly coordinated [1,2]. Wang et al. [3]
study a consignment contract with revenue sharing.

They model the decision making of the two firms as
a non-cooperative game, and indicate that the
decentralized supply chain cannot be perfectly coor-
dinated. Cachon and Lariviere [4] study a VMI con-
tract with revenue sharing, which is similar to the
consignment contract with revenue sharing. They
demonstrate that the decentralized system provides
less capacity than the integrated system.

Utilizing the cooperative bargaining theory initi-
ated by Nash [5], we propose a cooperative game
model to describe the payment bargaining process
between the manufacturer and the retailer, and deter-
mine a new consignment contract with revenue shar-
ing, i.e., the revenue sharing agreement attached with
the equilibrium payment scheme. We show that the
decentralized supply chain can be perfectly coordi-
nated under the new consignment contract.
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2. Problem formulation

We first provide a short problem description. A
two-echelon supply chain with one manufacturer
and one retailer is considered. It is assumed that
the price-sensitive demand D has the functional
forms of D(p) = y(p) Æ e in the multiplicative demand
case, and D(p) = y(p) + e in the additive demand
case. y(p) is a deterministic and decreasing function
of the retail price p. It takes the forms of y(p) = ap�b

(a > 0, b > 1) and y(p) = a � bp (a > 0, b > 0) in the
multiplicative and additive cases, respectively. e is a
random variable with PDF f(Æ) and CDF F(Æ), and is
supported on [A,B] with B > A P 0.

The manufacturer produces q units of the single-
period product at a constant cost cM, and the prod-
uct is sold at a retail price p per unit. The retailer
incurs a constant cost cR per unit at the retail stage.
c � cM + cR is defined as the total supply chain cost
per unit, out of which a = cR/c portion is incurred
by the retailer at the retail stage, and the rest, i.e.,
1 � a = cM/c, is the manufacturer’s cost share
incurred at the production stage. It is also assumed
that the unsold units bear no salvage value or dis-
posal cost, and the unsatisfied demand incurs no
loss-of-goodwill cost at the end of the selling season.

Denote F ð�Þ ¼ 1� F ð�Þ. Assume that F is strictly
increasing, differentiable on [A,B], F(A) = 0, and
F(B) = 1 (i.e., there is always some demand in
market).

Wang et al. [3] provides the optimal decision
ðp�c ; z�cÞ for the centralized supply chain with
iso-price-elastic demand. For the centralized supply
chain with additive demand case, following the sim-
ilar proof procedures, we obtain the unique optimal
decision under a certain condition, shown in Table
1. In Table 1, the stocking factor of inventory is
defined as z � q/y(p) in the iso-price-elastic demand
case, and as z � q � y(p) in the linear demand case;
KðzÞ ¼

R z
Aðz� xÞf ðxÞdx.

As shown in Table 1, if F is IFR/IGFR (increas-
ing failure rate/increasing general failure rate), the

centralized supply chain has a unique optimal deci-
sion in the additive/multiplicative demand case.
IGFR is implied by IFR condition, which captures
most common distributions, such as the normal,
uniform, as well as the gamma and Weibull families,
subject to parameter restrictions.

3. Cooperative game models and supply chain

performance

In the decentralized supply chain, a manufacturer
produces the product and then sells it to consumers
through a retailer under a consignment contract.
The retailer offers the manufacturer a revenue shar-
ing contract, the retailer keeps r share of the revenue
for per unit sold, and remits the rest, i.e., 1 � r, to
the manufacturer.

Denote the manufacturer’s and the retailer’s
expected profit functions in non-cooperative situa-
tions as Pd,M and Pd,R, respectively; and denote
those in the cooperative situations as Pe,M and
Pe,R, respectively. Denote by (pe,ze, re) and (pd,zd, rd)
the decisions at cooperation and non-cooperation,
respectively. We add superscript ‘‘*’’ to relative
variables to represent their corresponding optimal
values.

The purpose of the cooperation is actually to
determine a channel profit allocation scheme
between the manufacturer and the retailer. It should
be noted that not all optimal profit sharing schemes
are acceptable, neither the manufacturer nor the
retailer would be willing to accept less profit at
cooperation than at non-cooperation. A payment
scheme ðP�e;M;P�e;RÞ is called acceptable if DP�e;M ¼
P�e;M �P�d;M P 0, and DP�e;R ¼ P�e;R �P�d;R P 0,
then the acceptable decision set Z can be defined
as follows:

Z ¼ fðp; z; rÞ : DPe;Mðp; z; rÞ ¼ Pe;M �P�d;M

P 0; DPe;Rðp; z; rÞ ¼ Pe;R �P�d;R P 0g: ð1Þ

Table 1
The optimal decisions for the centralized supply chain

Multiplicative case (Wang et al., 2004) Additive case (our conclusion)

Condition If h(z) + zdh(z)/dz > 0, i.e., F is IGFR If 2h2(z)+dh(z)/dz > 0

z* F ðz�cÞ ¼
ðb� 1Þ½z�c � Kðz�cÞ�

bz�c
F ðz�cÞ ¼

aþ z�c � Kðz�cÞ � bc
aþ z�c � Kðz�cÞ þ bc

p* p�cðz�cÞ ¼
bcz�c

ðb� 1Þ½z�c � Kðz�cÞ�
p�cðz�cÞ ¼

aþ z�c � Kðz�cÞ þ bc
2b
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